
Tuesday 12/06/2022
Week 2

2nd Performing Arts 7:45am - 3:30pm
PAGr2Lp9 Winter Maraca's
Arts Standards & Common Core Connections

MU:Cr1.1 Imagine - Generate musical ideas for various purposes and contexts.
MU:Cr1.1.2a Improvise rhythmic and melodic patterns and musical ideas for a specific purpose.
MU:Cr2.1 Plan and Make - Select and develop musical ideas for defined purposes and contexts
MU:Pr6.1.2b Perform appropriately for the audience and purpose.
MU:Cn10.0.2a Demonstrate how interests, knowledge, and skills relate to personal choices and intent when creating,
performing, and responding to music.

Objectives: The learners will…

•demonstrate (DOK 3) rhythmic competency through reading/performing/creating
rhythms/movements. Music 1C(a)

•respond (DOK 2) to a variety of sound sources for composing or improvising
accompaniments or “found sound” pieces. Music 2A(a)

•identify (DOK 1) how different instruments generate sound including shakers,
scrapers, struck instruments, drums, and blown instruments. Music 5B(a)

•critique (DOK 4) Recognize and respond to different genres of music. Music 2A(a)
Vocabulary
Vocabulary
maracas – a percussion instrument in the form of a hollow gourd or gourd-shaped container filled with dried beans or
similar objects and played, usually in pairs, by being shaken.
percusion - any instrument that makes a sound when it is hit, shaken, or scraped
rhythm- the way movement is organized in a piece of music, using beat, no beat, long and short sounds, meter, accents,
no accents, tempo, syncopation, etc.
beat – arrangement of single tones in a meaningful sequence
Essential Question
Student Self-assessment/Reflection
After the allotted time has passed after creating a design on their maracas (15-20 min) each student will perform a
created rhythmic pattern with their maracas to the song "For The Winter."
“What made you inspired today? How did you design a rhythmic pattern today? Expand on the reasons you chose to
design your maraca that way and create the sounds that had beat.”

PA-VA CONNECTION (PA-VA): Just like VA's learn the importance of new art techniques, PA's learn the
importance of new rhythms."

Closing: Sing closing wrap song “Were gonna act right care and think and today was GREAT!”

Lesson / Instruction / Narrative
Engage students in a call and response artist habit of mind introduction song. “Were gonna Act Right! Care! And Think!
(2x) Hands to yourself, one talker-at-a-time, and re-e-e-e-spect!!!! We are going to understand the art world of
keyboarding today boys and girls! Were gonna Act Right! Care! And Think! cha cha cha!”

Context/Purpose
The Learner Will (TLW) create a design for making a unique maraca and understand the purpose of organizing beats to
create rhythm to perform with the song "For The Winter." ”We are all artists and last week, as artists, we created a
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Winter Scene print with Ms. B. Today we will understand how to organize beats and be able to design our own maraca
to accompany a winter song called "For The Winter"……….so let’s begin! At this time TTL (The Teacher
Will) understand what a maraca is and what family of instruments it belongs to. TLW also be show a variety of patterns
that they can draw on their own maracas to create a unique design.
Warm up/Expectations:
The learner will (TLW) be given a set of wooden 'blank' maracas and a few colored sharpies after they have viewed
examples of the teachers own maracas that he/she designed. The teacher will show examples and pass out supplies for
creation. After the students design their percussion instrument they can be given a few minutes to explore the timbre of
their instrument before working together as a group to design a rhythm to accompany the song. TLW draw a variety of
patterns on their own maracas to create something unique. At this time TTW will explain the connection between patterns
and beats/rhythms.
Lesson:
TLW be show the lyric video of "For The Winter" and practice melodic beat by following the words of the song. TLW then
use their created maraca percussion instruments to create a rhythmic sequence as a class to perform with the song.

Materials / Resources / Technology
Materials & Resources
wooden blank maracas, colored sharpies, music with song "For The Winter," video of lyrics to be used for song
Differentiation / Modifications
Differentiated instruction as needed per student IEP or requests by education specialist with special needs students.
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